Lens Shield for Orion1 Base and Orion2 Orion Shield-xxx and Orion ShieldKxxx

**Application:**
- Protection against dust, chips and incandescent drops

**Features:**
- PMMA Altuglas plate
- 3 mm thick
- Length from 150 to 1800 mm
- 5 protection plates per kit

Orion Shield is a protection against dust, chips and incandescent drops. Orion Shield is an accessory available in different lengths and suits all of the Orion1 Base light curtains and Orion2 light grids.

**Fast and easy installation**
Lens Shield is easily mounted on the front glass of the light guard. The supplied fixing brackets is fitted in the side groove of the safety light guard and there is no need for glue or other material that could damage the optics of the light guard. The protecting plate can easily be replaced when damaged.

Each package contains 5 plates and all the necessary parts to protect a single unit (transmitter or receiver).

Two pieces should be ordered for a pair.
### Ordering information and dimensions

#### Article number | Model | Description | L (mm) | Li (mm) | Lo (mm)
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
2TLA022313R5000 | Orion Shield-015 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-015-B | 245 | 160 | 30
2TLA022313R5100 | Orion Shield-030 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-030-B | 392 | 345 | 45
2TLA022313R5200 | Orion Shield-045 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-045-B | 540 | 400 | 60
2TLA022313R5300 | Orion Shield-060 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-060-B | 686 | 520 | 75
2TLA022313R5400 | Orion Shield-075 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-075-B | 832 | 590 | 115
2TLA022313R5500 | Orion Shield-090 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-090-B | 980 | 640 | 175
2TLA022313R5600 | Orion Shield-105 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-105-B | 1126 | 740 | 200
2TLA022313R5700 | Orion Shield-120 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-120-B | 1274 | 445 | 200
2TLA022313R5800 | Orion Shield-135 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-135-B | 1422 | 520 | 200
2TLA022313R5900 | Orion Shield-150 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-150-B | 1568 | 595 | 200
2TLA022313R6000 | Orion Shield-165 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-165-B | 1715 | 670 | 200
2TLA022313R6100 | Orion Shield-180 | Lens shield for Orion1-4-xx-180-B | 1860 | 745 | 200
2TLA022313R8000 | Orion Shield-K050 | Lens shield for Orion2-4-K2-050-B | 642 | 490 | 75
2TLA022313R8100 | Orion Shield-K080 | Lens shield for Orion2-4-K3-080-B | 942 | 640 | 175
2TLA022313R8200 | Orion Shield-K090 | Lens shield for Orion2-4-K4-090-B | 1042 | 660 | 200
2TLA022313R8300 | Orion Shield-K120 | Lens shield for Orion2-4-K4-120-B | 1342 | 480 | 200

Note: Each package contains all the necessary parts to protect a single unit (transmitter or receiver). Two pieces should be ordered for a pair.
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